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This paper explores the rise of ar/ﬁcial intelligence (AI) and its import for the church. I use AI
as a catch-all term to broadly describe smart technologies that u/lize deep structured learning
through sta/c rule-based algorithms, crucial to automa/on.1 I begin by recognizing both the
promise and the peril these algorithm-driven technologies present to life on our planet. I then
ques/on the eﬀect these technologies have on humanity, shaping every facet of our lives, for
beDer or worse. I ﬁnally conclude with some ways we may approach AI through Chris/an hope.
The limita/ons of the paper prevent a lengthy discussion on such a far-reaching topic as ar/ﬁcial
intelligence. Ul/mately I hope to raise more ques/ons than provide answers, as the increasing
inﬂuence of AI is one of the most cri/cal issues facing humanity.
The Promise and Peril of Ar1ﬁcial Intelligence for Humanity
Our world is experiencing exponenJal advancements in arJﬁcial intelligence and the
automaJon of society. We are in a Fourth Industrial RevoluJon, a term coined by Klaus Schwab,
founder of the World Economic Forum, to describe our turn to smart technology. Schwab sees
this revoluJon as fundamentally diﬀerent from previous technological revoluJons, with
signiﬁcant consequences for the Earth.2 Technology is altering life on our planet, from how we
work and interact with one another to understanding what it means to be human. Many of
these advancements are full of promise. Proponents of AI hope these technologies will solve
humanity’s most challenging problems, ending extreme poverty and solving economic disparity,
eradicaJng diseases and prevenJng global pandemics, even slowing climate change and saving
us from the brink of ecological disaster.3
Some fear the worst from arJﬁcial intelligence. While every age of technological
advancement has brought forms of prosperity to humanity, we have also unleashed unforeseen
consequences. ArJﬁcial intelligence may cure disease, liW billions out of poverty, and prevent
environmental collapse, or AI may lead to global dictatorships, worldwide surveillance states,
and levels of inequality and suﬀering beyond our imaginaJons. As Max Tegmark, a leading
researcher in arJﬁcial intelligence and a professor at MIT, states in the ﬁlm iHuman (2019), "AI
will ulJmately be either the best thing ever to happen to humanity or the worst thing ever to
happen," and he contends, "That's why this is the most important conversaJon of our Jme.” 4
Will machines be our salvaJon? Or should machines be feared, a common theme in science
ﬁcJon ﬁlms such as The Matrix? In considering the impact of arJﬁcial intelligence on humanity,
no one knows how AI will ulJmately aﬀect our lives. I am pessimisJc, especially when
considering the observaJons of leading thinkers in arJﬁcial intelligence like Ben Goertzel, the
CEO and founder of SingularityNET, who says, "Almost all the AI development on the planet
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today is done by a handful of big technology companies or by a few large governments. If we
look at what AI is mostly being developed for," Goertzel says, "I would say it's killing, spying, and
brainwashing."5
Formed by Technology? Our Algorithms and the Imago Dei
One of the most criJcal quesJons for arJﬁcial intelligence is anthropological: How does our
technology form us? We are holding one of the most advanced forms of AI on earth — our
phones. These supercomputers have the power to harness more data than required to land on
the moon. They are not passive forms of technology. Intelligent algorithms control our phones.
These algorithms are designed to seek our full afenJon, to keep us evermore beholden to our
devices, in order to mine our data, the new gold, all the while leading us, shaping us, forming
us, into a parJcular kind of human being.
We tend to think of AI more like the senJent computer HAL in Stanley Kubrik’s 2001: A
Space Odyssey (1968), when in reality, most forms of arJﬁcial intelligence are endless lines of
code, mathemaJcal algorithms, beyond our sight, oWen unnoJced, and yet, “If we consider how
many of our daily decisions we outsource to machines,” writes Kevin Roose, in Futureproof: 9
Rules for Humans in the Age of Automa/on (2021), “it’s hard not to think that a historic,
species-level transformaJon is taking place.”6 ArJﬁcial intelligence was originally designed to
read our minds, now AI is designed to change our minds. Technology scholar ChrisJan Sandvig
refers AI’s shiW to persuasion as "corrupt personalizaJon."7 Who is really in charge? Did I watch
that new Nellix movie because I want to or because I am persuaded to? Roose warns us of
machine driW, allowing technology to shape our idenJJes incrementally, without our full
awareness, and he warns,
It is not enough to accompany us to the store, whispering into our ears about which
brand of toothpaste or toilet paper we should buy. In the eyes of engineers and
execuJves who use recommendaJon algorithms to steer our choices, all of our acJons
must be part of the machine’s model. There is no space, in this vision of the automated
future, for developing new tastes, or starJng over with a clean slate. Who you are is who
the machines think you are, which is also who they want you to be [Emphasis mine].8
A few years ago, Spectrum magazine discussed James William’s book, Stand Out of Our
Light: Freedom and Resistance in the ADen/on Economy (2018).9 Like Roose, Williams, a former
Google adverJsing strategist, now philosopher, is concerned with AI’s growing inﬂuence and its
impact on our humanity, warning, “these new aDen/onal adversaries threaten not only the
success but even the integrity of the human will, at both individual and collec/ve
levels” [Emphasis mine].10 Zane Yi, discussed William’s concerns in his essay, “Dis-ordered and
Re-ordered Loves,” recognizing how the inﬂuence of arJﬁcial intelligence extends beyond it’s
ability to aﬀect our afenJon.11 The threat of AI, Yi suggests is existenJal, laying below the
surface of every issue confronJng humanity’s existence, calling into quesJon what it means to
be human. Summarizing one of William’s key arguments, Yi writes, “… the stakes in quesJon
are the fundamental capaciJes—beyond our acJons—that make us disJncJvely human; the
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constant connecJon and informaJon technology oﬀers us, disrupts and disorders our lives at
deep levels, both individually and collecJvely.”12
The Rabbit Hole, a New York Times podcast also by Kevin Roose, provides an example of the
ways technology “disrupts and disorders our lives.”13 We are introduced to a young man who is
radicalized to the alt-right while viewing Youtube content about his favorite video games.
Consequently, he is led down a dark hole of misinformaJon and hate-ﬁlled content, exposing
him to ever more fanciful conspiracy theories, including QAnon. Who is leading him? A form of
AI, a Google algorithm, designed to keep him viewing more content on Youtube. The story is
illustraJve for all of us. We may not be the lonely, isolated adolescent who spends hours a day
locked in their bedroom binge-watching Youtube videos, but are we enJrely aware of the ways
technology is forming us?
In Desiring the Kingdom: Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Forma/on, ChrisJan philosopher
James K.A. Smith, refers to humans as “liturgical animals” because we are “embodied, pracJcing
creatures, whose love/desire is aimed at something ulJmate.”14 “We are what we love,” writes
Smith, “and our love is shaped, primed and aimed by liturgical pracJces that take hold of our
gut and our heart to certain ends.”15 Smith sees our most signiﬁcant pracJces as thick or
meaning-ful, observing,
These are habits that play a signiﬁcant role in shaping our idenJty, who we are. Engaging
in these habit-forming pracJces not only says something about us, but also keeps
shaping us into that kind of person. So habits oWen both signal and shape our core
values or our most signiﬁcant desires.16
One may recognize the inﬂuence of AugusJne’s anthropology of desire in Smith’s argument,
“Thou hast formed us for Thyself, and our hearts are restless Jll they ﬁnd rest in Thee.”17
Following Smith’s line of thought, how does our use of technology funcJon as liturgical pracJce,
oWen without our full awareness, luring us away from being formed by our Creator and
diminishing the Imago Dei in us?18
Useless People? The Automa1on of Society and Human Worth
Another quesJon related to the ways arJﬁcial intelligence forms us concerns the
automaJon of society: What does AI-driven automaJon say about our worth as human beings?
The historian Yuval Noah Harari has wrifen extensively on what the Fourth Industrial RevoluJon
may look like for us in the future. In his book, Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind (2015),
Harari describes a future where only highly qualiﬁed specialists are useful to society.19 Even
medical doctors, once believed to be an automaJon-proof profession, could see a decline in
general pracJJoners in favor of more specialized forms of medicine. In an arJcle wrifen several
years ago, Jtled “Will People SJll be Useful in the 21st Century?” Harari envisions a future
where,
“Economic and poliJcal power might be concentrated in the hands of a Jny elite. Most
people might become economically useless and poliJcally powerless. As biotechnology
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improves moreover, it will be possible to extend human lifespans and to upgrade human
abiliJes, but the new wonder treatments might be expensive, and might not be freely
available for everybody. Therefore human society in the 21st century may be the most
unequal in history since the upper classes will not only be richer than the rest of
humankind, but will also live much longer and be far more talented. For the ﬁrst Jme in
history, economic inequality will be translated into biological inequality. Hence
humankind will split into biological castes-an upper caste of upgraded superhumans, and
a massive lower class of useless people.”20
Unfortunately, we need not imagine Harari’s dystopian future of “useless people” to
understand the potenJally dehumanizing eﬀects of automaJon. While automaJon threatens
every profession, AI-driven technologies, according to Kevin Roose, already “disproporJonately
aﬀect people in low-income occupaJons, and exacerbate exisJng racial and gender
dispariJes.”21 In making this point, Roose believes most of the discussion around AI and
automaJon is farsighted, focusing on the eﬀects of technology decades from now when in
reality, automaJon is already present in our lives. These technologies exist in the form of
algorithms “that rank our social media feeds and power our interacJons with virtual assistants
like Alexa and Siri, the dynamic pricing soWware that determines how much we pay for hotel
rooms and airline Jckets, the opaque algorithms that are used to determine eligibility for
government beneﬁts, the predicJve policing algorithms that law enforcement agencies use to
patrol our neighborhoods.”22 Our current AI-driven technologies, Roose states,
harm vulnerable and marginalized groups even when it “works,” by subjecJng them to
new forms of data-gathering and surveillance and encoding historical paferns of
discriminaJon into automated systems. This harm can take many forms—a résuméscreening algorithm that learns to prefer men’s qualiﬁcaJons to women’s, a facialrecogniJon system that has a hard Jme correctly idenJfying gender nonconforming
people, a predicJve risk-modeling system that learns to charge higher interest rates to
Black loan applicants—and any responsible discussion of AI and automaJon needs to
grapple with these issues, too.23
Becoming Human: Chris1an Hope and Ar1ﬁcial Intelligence
In light of the concerns about arJﬁcial intelligence in this paper, how might we respond as a
church?24 In Humility is the New Smart: Rethinking Human Excellence in the Machine Age
(2017), Edward Hess and Katherine Ludwig call for a diﬀerent kind of intelligence to confront the
ways technology challenges our humanness by seeking “behaviors that enable the highest levels
of human thinking, learning, emoJonally engaging with others, and making meaning
together.”25
When I ﬁrst read Humility is the New Smart, Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount (Mafhew 5-7)
came to mind. Jesus oﬀers an “alternaJve intelligence,” a radically diﬀerent approach to life,
based on the gracious invitaJon to parJcipate in the Kingdom of God. In Kingdom Ethics:
Following Jesus in Contemporary Context, Second Edi/on (2016), Glenn Stassen and David
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Gushee, see a form of alternaJve intelligence in God’s gracious deliverance, especially in the
BeaJtudes, where
each BeaJtude ends by poinJng to the reality of God’s coming reign: in God’s kingdom,
those who mourn will be comforted, the humble will inherit the earth, those who
hunger for righteousness will be ﬁlled, mercy will be shown, people will see God,
peacemakers will be called children of God, and the faithful will be members of the
kingdom of God. And this experience is already beginning in Jesus.26
In Future Proof, Kevin Roose cites Frank Chen, a venture capitalist who invests in AI startups. Chen believes we must return to analog ethics, the skills celebrated in Robert Fulghum’s
classic book, All I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten (1986), “the elementary, preliterate skills of treaJng other people well, acJng ethically, and behaving in prosocial ways.”27 In
the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus oﬀers an ulJmate analog ethics, based on the hope of God’s
“grace and deliverance, jusJce and righteousness, peace and presence,” the source of our true
worth. There are no “useless people” in the Kingdom of God. Here is where we learn what it
means to be human.
As Dietrich Bonhoeﬀer was wriJng Discipleship in 1936, his naJon was consumed with
progress. At the Jme, most ChrisJans in Germany saw the rise of NaJonal Socialism and the
Nazi Party as good for their naJon.28 Except for a minority of ChrisJans like Bonhoeﬀer, most
failed to care about the useless people leW in the wake of Nazi progress. No doubt, this weighed
on Bonhoeﬀer as he reﬂected on the meaning of Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount and God’s
gracious invitaJon to parJcipate in the incarnaJon, death, and resurrecJon of Christ. For
Bonhoeﬀer, to parJcipate in the life of Christ meant there was another way to be human—a
par/cipatory ontology.29 In an oW-cited passage on the incarnaJon from Discipleship,
Bonhoeﬀer writes,
In Christ’s incarnaJon all of humanity regains the dignity of bearing the image of God.
Whoever from now on afacks the least of the people afacks Christ, who took on human
form and who in himself has restored the image of God for all who bear a human
countenance. . . . In as much as we parJcipate in Christ, the incarnate one, we also have
a part in all of humanity, which is borne by him. Since we know ourselves to be accepted
and borne within the humanity of Jesus, our new humanity now also consists in bearing
the troubles and the sins of all others. The incarnate one transforms his disciples into
brothers and sisters of all human beings.30
The rise of AI is one of the most criJcal issues of our Jme. We must conJnue to ask
ourselves how arJﬁcial intelligence is shaping us. Are we being led by algorithms, an algorithms
with the power to change our minds by appealing to our base emoJons, dehumanizing us,
dividing us into tribes, prevenJng us from seeing one another as neighbors, decreasing our
capacity for empathy, and inhibiJng our ability to treat one another with compassion? Or are
we being led by the One who truly knows us, the One who calls us by name, the true source of
our worth? The One who truly makes us human, Jesus Christ.
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Notes:
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the topic. There are many forms of smart technology such as the Internet of Things, virtual
reality, roboJcs, nanotechnology, deep machine learning, mapping the human brain, and
biomedical, geneJc, and cyborg engineering, etc. For more on the types of AI see hfps://
perma.cc/YM6Q-NFGZ
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